Window kit fitting instructions.

To suit window kit 407927 (RESPONSE)

This kit can accommodate glazing holes of between Ø110mm and Ø140mm. We recommend a Ø115mm hole. Glazing thicknesses of between 12mm and 28mm can be accommodated.

1. Break out the blank in the top of the internal spacer to create a Ø10mm hole.
2. Fit the supplied grommet in the hole.
3. Check that the gaskets are fitted correctly to the Spacer and External Grille.
4. From the outside, push the spigot of the external grille through the hole in the glass, making sure the grille is the correct way up.
5. From the inside, offer the internal spacer up to the spigot of the external assembly, making sure the cable clamp is at the top, and screw the Fixing Nut up until it is done up tight.
6. Fit your power cable through the grommet and secure it using the cable clamp provided.
7. Remove the front cover of the fan and offer it in to position.
8. Bring the end of the power cable through the hole in the back of the fan.
9. Screw the fan to the window kit using the fixing screws supplied with this kit.
10. Make your electrical connections following the fan’s instructions.
11. Replace the cover & grille.

Grille             Cover               Cable Clamp     Grommet
Fan Housing         Fixing Nut             Gasket                   Gasket
Internal Spacer                    Glass              External Grille
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